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Lower a posteriori error estimates on anisotropic meshes

Natalia Kopteva

Abstract Lower a posteriori error bounds obtained using the standard bubble
function approach are reviewed in the context of anisotropic meshes. A nu-
merical example is given that clearly demonstrates that the short-edge jump
residual terms in such bounds are not sharp. Hence, for linear finite element
approximations of the Laplace equation in polygonal domains, a new approach
is employed to obtain essentially sharper lower a posteriori error bounds and
thus to show that the upper error estimator in the recent paper [3] is efficient
on partially structured anisotropic meshes.
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Estimator efficiency
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to address the efficiency of a posteriori error
estimators on anisotropic meshes, which essentially reduces to obtaining sharp
lower a posteriori error bounds. For shape-regular meshes such lower error
bounds can be found in [1,10]. For anisotropic meshes, the situation is more
delicate, as we shall now elaborate.

For unstructured anisotropic meshes, both upper and lower a posteriori
error estimates were obtained in [5,6,7] for the Laplace equation and for a
singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion equation; see also [10, §4.5]. We also
refer the reader to [8], where the reliability and efficiency of a residual-type
estimator from [9] based on the Zienkiewicz-Zhu recovery procedure was es-
tablished on anisotropic meshes under an η% superconvergence type condition
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(explained, e.g., in [1, §4.8]). It should be noted that although the lower er-
ror bounds in [5,6,7] involve the same estimators as the corresponding upper
bounds, however the error constants in the upper bounds include the so-called
matching functions. The latter depend on the unknown error and take mod-
erate values only when the mesh is either isotropic, or, being anisotropic, is
aligned correctly to the solution, while, in general, they may be as large as
mesh aspect ratios.

The presence of such matching functions in the estimator is clearly unde-
sirable. It is entirely avoided in the more recent papers [2,3,4], where upper a
posteriori error estimates on anisotropic meshes were obtained for singularly
perturbed semilinear reaction-diffusion equations in the energy norm and in
the maximum norm.

Interestingly, the efficiency of the estimators in [2,3,4] cannot be estab-
lished using the standard bubble function approach, employed in [5,6,7]. To
be more precise, this approach (which will be reviewed in §2) leads to lower
error bounds with significantly smaller weights at the short-edge jump residual
terms than those in the upper bounds.

The main findings of the present paper are as follows.
– Lower a posteriori error bounds obtained using the standard bubble func-

tion approach, such as in [5,6,7], will be reviewed in the context of anisotropic
meshes. Numerical examples will be given in §2 that clearly demonstrate
that the short-edge jump residual terms in such bounds are not sharp.

– Hence, we shall present a new approach that yields essentially sharper lower
a posteriori error bounds and thus shows that the upper error estimator in
[3] is efficient on partially structured anisotropic meshes.

Note that mild restrictions on the structure of the mesh are not uncommon
in the literature when, for example, recovery type a posterior error estimators
are considered [11], and, as discussed in §5.1, such restrictions are not unrea-
sonable when an anisotropic mesh is generated starting from a regular mesh.

Compared to [2,3,4], to simplify the presentation, we shall restrict the
consideration to the simpler Laplace equation and consider the problem

´△u “ fpx, yq for px, yq P Ω, u “ 0 on BΩ, (1.1)

posed in a, possibly non-Lipschitz, polygonal domain Ω Ă R
2. We also assume

that f P L8pΩq (for a less smooth f , see Remarks 2.2 and 4.3).
Linear finite element approximations of (1.1) will be considered. Let Sh Ă

H1
0 pΩq XCpΩ̄q be a piecewise-linear finite element space relative to a triangu-

lation T , and let the computed solution uh P Sh satisfy

x∇uh,∇vhy “ xf, vhy @ vh P Sh, (1.2)

where x¨, ¨y denotes the L2pΩq inner product.
To give an idea of the results in [3], under the assumptions on the mesh

described in §3, one upper error estimate reduces to [3, Theorems 6.1 and 7.4]

}∇puh ´ uq}2 ;Ω ď C
! ÿ

SPSzBΩ
|ωS |J2

S `
ÿ

TPT

››HT f
I
››2
2 ;T

`
››f ´ f I

››2
2 ;Ω

)1{2
, (1.3)
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where C is independent of the diameters and the aspect ratios of elements in T .
Here S is the set of edges in T , JS is the standard jump in the normal derivative
of uh across any interior edge S P SzBΩ, and ωS is the patch of two elements
sharing S. We also use HT :“ diampT q, which may be significantly larger
than hT :“ 2H´1

T |T |, and the standard piecewise-linear Lagrange interpolant
f I P Sh of f .

Furthermore, under some additional assumptions on the orientation of
mesh elements surrounding sequences of anisotropic nodes connected by short
edges, a sharper upper estimator was obtained in [3, Theorem 6.2]:

}∇puh ´ uq}2 ;Ω ď C
! ÿ

SPSzBΩ
|ωS |J2

S `
ÿ

TPT

››hT f I
››2
2 ;T

`
››f ´ f I

››2
2 ;Ω

`
ÿ

TPT

››HT oscpf I ;T q
››2
2 ;T

)1{2
. (1.4)

To relate (1.3) and (1.4) to interpolation error bounds, as well as to possible
adaptive-mesh construction strategies, note that |JS | may be interpreted as
approximating the diameter of ωS under the metric induced by the squared
Hessian matrix of the exact solution (while f I approximates △u).

Our task in this paper will be to establish the efficiency of the upper esti-
mator in (1.4) up to data oscillation. As was already mentioned, the standard
bubble function approach yields unsatisfactory lower bounds, with the weight

|S|
diampωSq |ωS| at J2

S (rather than a simpler and more natural |ωS | in (1.4)).

Remark 2.4 sheds some light on our approach to remedying this.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we review lower a posteriori error

bounds obtained using the standard bubble function approach. In particu-
lar, numerical examples are given that demonstrate that the short-edge jump
residual terms in such bounds are not sharp. The remainder of the paper is
devoted to obtaining sharper lower error bounds In §3, we describe basic tri-
angulation assumptions. Then in §4, we present a version of the analysis for
partially structured meshes, while the case of more general anisotropic meshes
is addressed in §5.

Notation. We write a » b when a À b and a Á b, and a À b when a ď Cb

with a generic constant C depending on Ω and f , but not on the diameters
and the aspect ratios of elements in T . Also, for D Ă Ω̄ and 1 ď p ď 8, let
} ¨ }p ;D “ } ¨ }LppDq and } ¨ }D “ } ¨ }2 ;D, and also oscpv ;Dq “ supD v ´ infD v
for v P L8pDq. Whenever quantities such as oscp¨ ;T q or HT appear in volume
integrals or related norms, or JS appears in line integrals or related norms,
they are understood as piecewise-constant functions.

2 Standard lower error bounds are not sharp on anisotropic meshes

This section is devoted to lower error bounds, such as in [5,6,7], obtained us-
ing the standard bubble function approach. Numerical examples will be given
in §2.1 that clearly demonstrate that the short-edge jump residual terms in
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such bounds are not sharp. These examples also suggest that the jump resid-
ual terms in our upper estimators (1.3) and (1.4) have correct weights (the
efficiency of the latter will be theoretically justified in §§4-5). Furthermore, in
§2.2, we shall review the bubble function approach when applied to anisotropic
meshes and discuss its deficiencies with a view of changing the paradigm for
deriving upper bounds for jump residuals associated with short edges (in par-
ticular, see Remarks 2.3 and 2.4).

2.1 Numerical examples

Our first test problem is (1.1) with the exact solution u “ sinpπaxq (for a “
1, 3) and the corresponding f in Ω “ p0, 1q2. We employ the triangulation
obtained by drawing diagonals from the tensor product of the uniform grids
t i
N

uNi“0 and t j
M

uMj“0 in the x- and y-directions respectively (with all diagonals
having the same orientation). A standard quadrature with f replaced in (1.2)
by its Lagrange interpolant f I P Sh will be used in numerical experiments.

For this problem, we compare two lower error estimates: obtained using
the standard bubble function approach [7] (see also Lemma 2.1 in §2.2) and
the one obtained in §4 (see Theorem 4.1). They can be described by

E :“
! ÿ

SPSzBΩ
̺S |ωS |J2

S `}hTf I}2Ω
)1{2

À }∇puh´uq}Ω`}hT pf´f Iq}Ω, (2.1a)

where for the weight ̺S for S P SzBΩ we consider two choices:

̺S “

$
&
%

|S|
diampωSq , [7] using bubble functions (see also §2.2),

1, see Theorem 4.1 in §4.
(2.1b)

(To be more precise, when ̺S “ 1 is used, the term }hT pf ´ f Iq}Ω in the
right-hand side of (2.1a) should be replaced by a larger }HT oscpf ;T q}Ω; see
§4 for details.) Importantly, the choice ̺S “ 1, which will be theoretically
justified in §§4-5, is consistent with the jump residual terms in our upper error
estimates (1.3) and (1.4).

To address whether the lower error estimator E in (2.1a) is sharp, the errors
}∇puh ´ uq}Ω (as well as }hT pf ´ f Iq}Ω) are compared with E in Table 1. (In
these computations ∇u and f are replaced, respectively, by their piecewise-
linear and piecewise-quadratic interpolants.)

Clearly, the standard lower estimator with ̺S “ |S|
diampωSq is not sharp. Not

only its effectivity indices strongly depend on the ratio M{N , but, perhaps
more alarmingly, E converges to zero as M{N increases, i.e. when the mesh is
anisotropically refined in the wrong direction (while the error remains almost
independent ofM{N). By contrast, the estimator of §4, with ̺S “ 1, performs
quite well, with the effectivity indices stabilizing.

When comparing the two estimators, note that their weights are simi-
lar when |S| » diamωS ; however, they become dramatically different when
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Table 1 Lower error estimators (2.1) for test problem with u “ sinpπaxq in Ω “ p0, 1q2.

a “ 1 a “ 3

N “ 20 N “ 40 N “ 80 N “ 20 N “ 40 N “ 80

Errors }∇puh ´ uq}Ω (odd rows) & }hT pf ´ fIq}Ω (even rows)

M “ 2N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.00e-1 4.52e-1 2.27e-1
3.51e-4 4.39e-5 5.49e-6 2.83e-2 3.55e-3 4.45e-4

M “ 8N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.00e-1 4.52e-1 2.27e-1
9.74e-5 1.22e-5 1.52e-6 7.86e-3 9.86e-4 1.23e-4

M “ 32N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.00e-1 4.52e-1 2.27e-1
2.45e-5 3.07e-6 3.84e-7 1.98e-3 2.48e-4 3.11e-5

M “128N 1.01e-1 5.04e-2 2.52e-2 9.00e-1 4.52e-1 2.27e-1
6.14e-6 7.67e-7 9.59e-8 4.95e-4 6.21e-5 7.77e-6

E using ̺S “
|S|

diampωSq
(odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)

M “ 2N 2.80e-1 1.40e-1 7.02e-2 2.46e+0 1.25e+0 6.31e-1
2.78 2.79 2.79 2.73 2.77 2.78

M “ 8N 1.30e-1 6.51e-2 3.26e-2 1.14e+0 5.82e-1 2.93e-1
1.29 1.29 1.29 1.26 1.29 1.29

M “ 32N 6.24e-2 3.13e-2 1.57e-2 5.46e-1 2.80e-1 1.41e-1
0.62 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.62

M “128N 3.09e-2 1.55e-2 7.74e-3 2.71e-1 1.38e-1 6.95e-2
0.31 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.31

E using ̺S “ 1 (odd rows) & Effectivity Indices (even rows)

M “ 2N 3.81e-1 1.91e-1 9.55e-2 3.34e+0 1.71e+0 8.58e-1
3.79 3.79 3.79 3.71 3.77 3.79

M “ 8N 3.51e-1 1.76e-1 8.79e-2 3.06e+0 1.57e+0 7.90e-1
3.48 3.49 3.49 3.40 3.47 3.49

M “ 32N 3.48e-1 1.74e-1 8.73e-2 3.04e+0 1.56e+0 7.84e-1
3.46 3.46 3.47 3.38 3.44 3.46

M “128N 3.48e-1 1.74e-1 8.72e-2 3.04e+0 1.56e+0 7.84e-1
3.46 3.46 3.46 3.38 3.44 3.46

Table 2 Lower error estimators (2.1) for test problem with u “ sinpx{µqe´y{ε for µ “ 2ε2

in Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p0, εq using M “ 2N .

ε “ 2´2 ε “ 2´3 ε “ 2´4 ε “ 2´2 ε “ 2´3 ε “ 2´4

Errors }∇puh ´ uq}Ω }hT pf ´ fIq}Ω

N “ 320 1.66e-2 1.60e-1 1.74e+0 2.51e-7 2.79e-5 2.67e-3

N “ 640 8.30e-3 8.01e-2 8.73e-1 3.13e-8 3.49e-6 3.34e-4

E using ̺S “ |S|
diampωSq

Effectivity Indices

N “ 320 3.68e-2 2.30e-1 1.48e+0 2.22 1.44 0.85

N “ 640 1.84e-2 1.15e-1 7.47e-1 2.22 1.44 0.86

E using ̺S “ 1 Effectivity Indices

N “ 320 5.76e-2 5.55e-1 5.92e+0 3.47 3.46 3.40

N “ 640 2.88e-2 2.78e-1 3.01e+0 3.47 3.47 3.45
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Table 3 Lower error estimators (2.1) for test problem with u “ sinpp2y ´ xq{εq in Ω “
p0, 1q ˆ p0, εq using N “ M .

N “ 160 N “ 320 N “ 640 N “ 160 N “ 320 N “ 640

Errors }∇puh ´ uq}Ω }hT pf ´ fI q}Ω

ε “ 2´4 2.29e-1 1.14e-1 5.72e-2 7.17e-5 8.97e-6 1.12e-6

ε “ 2´5 6.67e-1 3.34e-1 1.67e-1 4.29e-4 5.36e-5 6.71e-6

ε “ 2´6 1.90e+0 9.59e-1 4.80e-1 2.49e-3 3.12e-4 3.90e-5

E using ̺S “ |S|
diampωSq

(odd rows) Corresponding E̊ (odd rows)

Effectivity Indices (even rows) E̊{E (even rows)

ε “ 2´4 7.59e-1 3.80e-1 1.90e-1 6.16e-2 3.09e-2 1.54e-2
3.32 3.32 3.32 0.08 0.08 0.08

ε “ 2´5 2.19e+0 1.10e+0 5.50e-1 1.31e-1 6.61e-2 3.31e-2
3.28 3.29 3.29 0.06 0.06 0.06

ε “ 2´6 6.20e+0 3.13e+0 1.57e+0 2.67e-1 1.36e-1 6.82e-2
3.26 3.27 3.27 0.04 0.04 0.04

E using ̺S “ 1 (odd rows) Corresponding E̊ (odd rows)

Effectivity Indices (even rows) E̊{E (even rows)

ε “ 2´4 7.96e-1 3.98e-1 1.99e-1 2.46e-1 1.24e-1 6.18e-2
3.48 3.48 3.48 0.31 0.31 0.31

ε “ 2´5 2.31e+0 1.16e+0 5.80e-1 7.43e-1 3.74e-1 1.87e-1
3.46 3.47 3.47 0.32 0.32 0.32

ε “ 2´6 6.55e+0 3.31e+0 1.66e+0 2.14e+0 1.09e+0 5.46e-1
3.44 3.46 3.46 0.33 0.33 0.33

|S| ! diampωSq, i.e. for short edges. Hence, our numerical experiments clearly
suggest that it is the short-edge jump residual terms in the standard lower
error estimator that are not sharp.

Next, consider a two-scale exact solution u “ sinpx{µqe´y{ε with µ “ 2ε2,
which exhibits a boundary layer in variable y and smaller-scale oscillations in
variable x. To simplify the setting, we consider a version of problem (1.1) with
this exact solution only in the boundary-layer domain Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p0, εq, with
the corresponding f and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The two lower estima-
tors from (2.1) are compared in Table 2 on the mesh constructed similarly to
the first test problem, with M “ 2N , only now the 1d grid in the y-direction
is tε j

M
uMj“0. Thus, the mesh is correctly adapted in the y-direction, but ig-

nores the oscillations in the x-direction, i.e. it is anisotropic, but incorrectly
aligned. As ε takes smaller values, the errors increase, which is not adequately

detected by the estimator with ̺S “ |S|
diampωSq , the effectivity indices of which

deteriorate (although more moderately than in Table 1; see Remark 2.1 for
further discussion). The estimator with ̺S “ 1 again performs quite well, with
all effectivity indices close to 3.45.

Finally, in Table 3, the two estimators are tested for a one-scale exact so-
lution u “ sinpp2y´xq{εq on the anisotropic mesh which is incorrectly aligned
in the x-direction only. To simplify the setting, we again consider a version of
(1.1) in Ω “ p0, 1q ˆ p0, εq and use N “ M . As discussed in Remark 2.1 below,
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both estimators exhibit stable effectivity indices. However, the bulk contribu-

tion of the short-edge residuals, computed as E̊ :“
 ř

SPS̊ ̺S |ωS |J2
S

(1{2
with

S̊ :“
 

|S| ă 1
2diampωSq

(
, becomes negligible for ̺S “ |S|

diampωSq (unlike the

case ̺S “ 1). This is undesirable, as may lead to the erroneous interpretation
that the mesh is aligned correctly and possibly requires further refinement
only in the y-direction. (As here we compare E̊ with the overall estimator E ,
it is important to note for the component }hT f I}Ω of E that }hT f I}Ω{E̊ was
« 1.43 for the first estimator and ε “ 2´4, and did not exceed 1 in all other
computations for this problem.)

Remark 2.1 From the point of view of interpolation, if the anisotropic elements
are aligned in the x-direction, roughly speaking, one may expect that |JS | gives
an approximation to Ophy |B2

yu| ` hx|B2
xyu|q for long edges and Ophx|B2

xu| `
hy|B2

xyu|q for short edges, where hx and hy are the mesh sizes respectively
in the x- and y-directions. In all our computations hy ! hx. For the first
test problem, B2

xyu “ B2
yu “ 0, which explains why the contributions of the

short-edge residuals with correct weights are crucial for the overall efficiency
of the estimator. In our second test, hy|B2

xyu| is dominated by hx|B2
xu|, but

not as significantly, which is reflected in a more moderate deterioration of
the estimator efficiency whenever ̺S ! 1 for short edges. For the final test,
hx|B2

xyu| » hx|B2
xu|, so |JS | takes similar in magnitude values for short and

long edges; hence, even when the bulk contribution of short-edge residuals is
almost nullified by ̺S ! 1, the overall estimator efficiency remains adequate.

2.2 Lower error bounds using the standard bubble approach

Here, for completeness, and with a view of motivating the new approach of
§§4-5, we prove a version of the lower error bound from [7, Theorem 5.1]; see
also [10, Theorem 4.37]. Similar bounds can also be found in [5, Theorem 2]
for the 3d case, and in [6, Theorem 4.3] for a singularly perturbed equation;
see also [10, §4.5]. Note also that Lemma 2.1 below gives a version of the lower
error bounds from [6, Theorem 4.3], while in the earlier literature the weight

̺S “ |S|
diampωSq in the bounds of type (2.2b) was replaced by the smaller ̺2S .

Lemma 2.1 Let T satisfy the maximum angle condition, and let |T | » |ωS |
@T Ă ωS, S P SzBΩ. Then for a solution u of (1.1) and any uh P Sh, one has

hT }f I}T À }∇puh ´ uq}T ` hT }f ´ f I}T @T P T , (2.2a)

|S|
diampωSq |ωS |J2

S À }∇puh ´ uq}2ωS
` }hT pf ´ f Iq}2ωS

@S P SzBΩ. (2.2b)

Proof (i) On any T P T , consider w :“ f I φ1φ2φ3, where tφiu3i“1 are the
standard hat functions associated with the three vertices of T . Now, a standard
calculation yields }f I}2T » xf I , wy. Note also that, in view of (1.1) and also
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△uh “ 0 on T , one has xf I , wy “ x∇pu´uhq,∇wy´xf´f I, wy. Next, invoking
}∇w}T À h´1

T }w}T , one arrives at

}f I}2T À
´
h´1
T }∇puh ´ uq}T ` }f ´ f I}T

¯
}w}T .

The first desired result (2.2a) follows in view of }w}T À }f I}T .
(ii) For each of the two triangles T Ă ωS , introduce a triangle rT Ď T

with an edge S such that | rT | » hT |S|. Next, set w :“ JS rφ1 rφ2, where rφ1 and
rφ2 are the hat functions associated with the end points of S on the obtained
triangulation t rT uTĂωS

(with w :“ 0 on each T zrT for T Ă ωS). A standard
calculation using △uh “ 0 in T Ă ωS and (1.1), yields

|S|J2
S »

ż

S

w rBνuhsS “ x∇uh,∇wy “ x∇puh ´ uq,∇wy ` xf, wy.

Next, invoking }∇w}T À h´1
T }w}T for any T Ă ωS, we arrive at

|S|J2
S À

ÿ

TPωS

´
h´1
T }∇puh ´ uq}T ` }f}T

¯

looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
Àh´1

T
YT

(2.2a)

}w}Tloomoon
»phT |S|q1{2|JS |

, (2.3)

where YT(2.2a) denotes the right-hand side of (2.2a), and the latter bound was

also employed for the estimation of }f}T . The second desired bound (2.2b)
follows in view of hT “ |T |{HT » |ωS |{diampωSq. l

Remark 2.2 The piecewise-linear Lagrange interpolant f I of f used in (2.2)
may be replaced by any, possibly discontinuous, quasi-interpolant of f (such
as the piecewise-constant approximation of f by its element average values).

Remark 2.3 (Deficiency of the bubble function approach) An inspection of the
above proof shows that it is sharp in the sense that it cannot be tweaked to

remove the weight |S|
diampωSq in (2.2b); see also Appendix A. More precisely, for

such an improvement, one would need hT » |ωS |{|S| in (2.3), which is not the
case for short edges.

Remark 2.4 (Preview of the new approach) The bubble function in the proof of
(2.2b) may be viewed as a simplest local cut-off function. However, in the case
of anisotropic mesh elements, its gradient is not consistent with the diameter
of the local patch. To remedy this, when dealing with short edges in §§4-5
below, we shall switch to a cut-off function, the support of which comprises a
larger local patch of anisotropic elements (rather than a two-triangle patch)
and has an interior diameter » diampωSq. (Such local patches are highlighted
in grey in Fig. 1 (left) and Fig. 2.) Unsurprisingly, this approach brings new
challenges. For example, we have to deal with multiple edges inside this larger
patch; in particular, we need to find a way to (almost) eliminate the jump
residuals associated with the long edges. But this change of the paradigm will
lead to essentially sharper lower error bounds of type (2.1a) with ̺S “ 1.
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3 Basic triangulation assumptions

In the remainder of the paper, we shall use z “ pxz , yzq, S and T to denote
particular mesh nodes, edges and elements, respectively, while N , S and T will
denote their respective sets. For each z P N , let ωz be the patch of elements
surrounding z, Sz the set of edges originating at z, and

Hz :“ diampωzq, hz :“ H´1
z |ωz|, γz :“ SzzBΩ.

Throughout the paper we make the following triangulation assumptions.

– Maximum Angle condition. Let the maximum interior angle in any triangle
T P T be uniformly bounded by some positive α0 ă π.

– Local Element Orientation condition. For any z P N , there is a rectangle
ω˚
z Ą ωz such that |ω˚

z | » |ωz|.
– Also, let the number of triangles containing any node be uniformly bounded.

Note that the above conditions are automatically satisfied by shape-regular
triangulations.

Additionally, we restrict our analysis to the following two node types de-
fined using a fixed small constant c0 (to distinguish between anisotropic and
isotropic elements), with the notation a ! b for a ă c0b.

(1) Anisotropic Nodes, the set of which is denoted by Nani, are such that

hz ! Hz , and |T | » |ωz| @ T Ă ωz. (3.1)

Note that the above implies that Sz contains at most two edges of length À hz
(see also Fig. 2).

(2) Regular Nodes, the set of which is denoted byNreg, are those surrounded
by shape-regular mesh elements.

The above imposes a gradual transition between anisotropic and isotropic
elements, i.e. the set Nani X Nreg is not necessarily empty. (To simplify the
presentation, here we exclude more general node types, such as in [2,3,4],
with both anisotropic and isotropic mesh elements allowed to appear within
the same patch ωz.)

Next, recall that ωS is the patch of two elements sharing S, and introduce
the set of short edges

S̊ :“ tS P SzBΩ : |S| ! diampωSqu.

Now, motivated by our upper error estimate (1.4), for any open domainD Ă Ω,
define

YD :“ }∇puh ´ uq}D ` }HT oscpf ;T q}D , (3.2a)

ED :“
! ÿ

SPSXD

|ωS|J2
S ` }hT f I}D

)1{2
, (3.2b)

E̊D :“
! ÿ

SPS̊XD

|ωS|J2
S

)1{2
. (3.2c)
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Remark 3.1 By Lemma 2.1, one has
 ř

SĂDzS̊ |ωS|J2
S ` }hT f I}D

(1{2 À YD.

Indeed, this follows from (2.2) combined with YT(2.2a) ď YT , where YT(2.2a)
denotes the right-hand side of (2.2a). Hence, for ED À YD, it suffices to prove
that E̊D À YD.

4 Estimator efficiency on a partially structured anisotropic mesh

4.1 Lower error bound on a partially structured anisotropic mesh

To illustrate our approach in a simpler setting, we first present a version of
the analysis for a simpler, partially structured, anisotropic mesh in a square
domain Ω “ p0, 1q2. So, throughout this section, we make the following trian-
gulation assumptions.

A1. Let txiuni“0 be an arbitrary mesh on the interval p0, 1q in the x direction.
Then, let each T P T , for some i,
(i) have the shortest edge on the line segment Pi :“ tx “ xi, y P r0, 1su;
(ii) have a vertex on Pi`1 or Pi´1 (see Fig. 1, left).

A2. Let N “ Nani, i.e. each mesh node z satisfies (3.1).

A3. Global Element Orientation condition. For any z P N , there is a rectangle
ω˚
z Ą ωz with sides parallel to the coordinate axes such that |ω˚

z | » |ωz|.

These conditions essentially imply that all mesh elements are anisotropic and
aligned in the x-direction.

Theorem 4.1 Let u and uh solve, respectively, (1.1) and (1.2) under condi-
tions A1–A3. Then in Ωi :“ pxi´1, xi`1qˆp0, 1q, using the notation (3.2), one
has

E̊Ωi
À YΩi

@ i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. (4.1)

The remainder of this section will be devoted to the proof of this result.

Corollary 4.2 Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, with Ω0 and Ωn defined
using x´1 :“ x0 and xn`1 :“ xn, one has

EΩi
À YΩi

@ i “ 0, . . . , n, EΩ À YΩ.

Proof Combining (4.1) with E̊Ω0 “ E̊Ωn
“ 0 (as there are no short edges in

Ω0 Y Ωn) and Remark 3.1, we conclude that EΩi
À YΩi

@ i. The final bound
EΩ À YΩ follows. l

Remark 4.1 (Estimator efficiency) It follows from [3, Theorems 5.1 and 7.4]
that if fp0, yq “ fp1, yq, then }∇puh´uq}Ω À EΩ`}HT oscpf ;T q}Ω`}f´f I}Ω.
Comparing this upper error bound with EΩ À YΩ from Corollary 4.2, we
conclude that the error estimator EΩ is efficient up to data oscillation.
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xi´1xixi`1

Pi Ωi

z

z1

ẑ1

ẑ

Á hẑ » hz
À hz1

byA3

.

Fig. 1 Partially structured anisotropic mesh (left); illustration for Remark 4.2 (right): for
any fixed edge zẑ and any edge z1ẑ1 intercepting the dashed horizontal line via ẑ, the figure
shows that hz À hz1 , so there is a uniformly bounded number of edges of type z1ẑ1, so

ω˚
z Ă ω

pkq
z with k À 1.

4.2 Preliminary results for partially structured meshes

The following result will be useful in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.3 (i) If z P PizBΩ for some 1 ď i ď n´ 1, with γz X Pi formed by
the two edges S´ and S`, then

ˇ̌
JS` ´ JS´

ˇ̌
À hzH

´1
z

ÿ

SPγzzPi

|JS |. (4.2)

(ii) If z P Pi X BΩ for some 1 ď i ď n ´ 1, with γz X Pi formed by a single
edge S ,̀ then (4.2) holds true with JS´ replaced by 0.

Proof (i) As z R BΩ, so
ř
SPγzJ∇uhKS “ 0, where J∇uhKS denotes the jump in

∇uh across any edge S in γz evaluated in the anticlockwise direction about z.
Multiplying this relation by the unit vector ix in the x-direction, and noting
that J∇uhKS˘ ¨ ix “ ˘JS˘ , one gets the desired assertion. Here we also use the
observation that for S P γzzPi, one has |J∇uhKS ¨ ix| » |JS νS ¨ ix|, where νS

is a unit normal vector to S, for which A3 implies |νS ¨ ix| À hzH
´1
z .

(ii) Now z P BΩ, so extend uh to R
2zΩ by 0 and imitate the above proof

with the modification that now
ř
SPSz

J∇uhKS “ 0. When dealing with the two
edges on BΩ, note that for S P Sz X BΩ, one gets νS ¨ ix “ 0. l

Corollary 4.4 Under the conditions of Lemma 4.3, one has

|ωz|
ˇ̌
Hz

hz
pJS` ´ JS´ q

ˇ̌2 À Y2
ωz
, (4.3)

where Yωz
is from (3.2a), and if z P Pi X BΩ, then JS´ in (4.3) is replaced

by 0.

Proof In view of (4.2), the left-hand side in (4.3) is À ř
SPγzzPi

|ωS|J2
S , where

we also used |ωS | » |ωz| @S P γz . Next, note that the set of edges tS P γzzPiu
can be described as tS Ă ωzzS̊u, so, by Remark 3.1, the desired assertion
follows. l
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Remark 4.2 The minimal rectangle ω˚
z from condition A3 is defined by ω˚

z “
pxi´1, xi`1q ˆ py´

z , y
`
z q, where py´

z , y
`
z q is the range of y within ωz. For this

rectangle, the above conditions (in particular A3) imply that y`
z ´ y´

z » hz.

Furthermore, there is k À 1 such that ω˚
z Ă ω

pkq
z @ z P N , where ω

p0q
z :“ ωz,

and ω
pj`1q
z denotes the patch of elements in/touching ω

pjq
z . This conclusion

is illustrated on Fig. 1 (right). (Note that k “ 1 if our partially structured
triangulation is non-obtuse.)

4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1

Proof Throughout the proof we shall use the somewhat simplified notation
Yi :“ YΩi

and E̊i :“ E̊Ωi
, and also will frequently drop the index i and write

P :“ Pi “ tx “ xi, y P r0, 1su, and H :“ Hi :“ 1
2 pxi`1 ´ xi´1q. With this

notation, S̊ XΩi “ P , so, taking into consideration the structure of the mesh
(see Fig. 1, left), (3.2c) and (3.2a) with D “ Ωi can be rewritten as

E̊2
i “

ÿ

SĂP

|ωS |J2
S “ H

ż

P

J2
S , Yi “ }∇puh ´ uq}2 ;Ωi

`H}oscpf ;T q}2 ;Ωi
.

(4.4)
Next, note that for any v P H1

0 pΩq and vh P Sh, a standard calculation
using (1.1), (1.2) yields

x∇puh ´ uq,∇vylooooooooomooooooooon
“:ψ1

“ x∇uh,∇vy ´ xf, vy

“ x∇uh,∇pv ´ 1
2vhqylooooooooooomooooooooooon

“:Ψ` 1
2H

´1E̊2
i

´ xf, v ´ 1
2vhyloooooomoooooon

“:ψ2

. (4.5)

As this immediately implies E̊2
i À Hp|ψ1| ` |ψ2| ` |Ψ |q, it suffices to prove that

H
`
|ψ1| ` |ψ2| ` |Ψ |

˘
À Yi pE̊i ` Yi

˘
. (4.6)

The desired assertion (4.1) will indeed follow, in view of Yi E̊i ď θE̊2
i ` 1

4θ
´1Y2

i

with a sufficiently small positive constant θ.
The remainder of the proof is split into three parts. In part (i), we shall

describe appropriate non-standard vh and v, which will be crucial for (4.6)
to hold true. Certain sufficient conditions for the latter will be established in
part (ii), and then shown to be satisfied in part (iii).

(i) Crucially, in (4.5), we require that vh P Sh and v :“ v̂h R Sh both have
support in Ωi and satisfy

vhpzq :“ 1
2

ÿ

SPγzXP

JS @ z P PzBΩ, v̂hpx, yq :“ vh
`
xi ` 2rx´ xis, y

˘
. (4.7)

Note that γzXP , which appears in the definition of nodal values of vh, includes
exactly two short edges, while, to be more precise, v̂h has support in Ω̂i :“
pxi´1{2, xi`1{2q ˆ p0, 1q Ă Ωi.
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(ii) We claim that for (4.6), and hence for the desired assertion (4.1), it
suffices to prove that the following conditions are satisfied:

ˇ̌
ˇ
ż

S

pv̂h ´ 1
2vhq

ˇ̌
ˇ À }Byvh}1 ;ω˚

z
@S P γzzP, z P P , (4.8a)

}H∇vh}2 ;Ωi
` }vh}2 ;Ωi

À E̊i ` Yi , (4.8b)

ÿ

SĂP

|ωS|
!
H
|S|oscpvh ;Sq

)2

À Y2
i . (4.8c)

Indeed, for ψ1 from (4.5), by (4.4), one immediately has |ψ1| À Yi}∇v}2 ;Ωi
.

Here, by (4.7), }∇v}2 ;Ωi
“ }∇v̂h}2 ;Ωi

» }∇vh}2 ;Ωi
, for which we have (4.8b).

Combining these observations, one gets the desired bound on ψ1 in (4.6).

Next, for ψ2 from (4.5), set f̂px, yq :“ fpxi ` 2rx´ xis, yq (similarly to v̂h
in (4.7)). Then 1

2xf, vhy “ xf̂ , v̂hy “ xf̂ , vy, so

|ψ2| “ |xf ´ f̂ , vy| ď }f ´ f̂}2 ;Ω̂i
}v}2 ;Ω̂i

À }oscpf ;T q}2 ;Ωi
}vh}2 ;Ωi

. (4.9)

Here we also used }v}2 ;Ωi
“ }v̂h}2 ;Ωi

» }vh}2 ;Ωi
(in view of (4.7)), while the

bound on }f ´ f̂}2 ;Ω̂i
follows from Remark 4.2. Combining the above with

H}oscpf ;T q}2 ;Ωi
À Yi (in view of (4.4)) and the bound in (4.8b) on }vh}2 ;Ωi

yields the desired bound on ψ2 in (4.6).
Finally, consider Ψ , the most delicate term in (4.5). To check that the

corresponding bound in (4.6) follows from (4.8), note that in each triangle T P
T XΩi, one has △uh “ 0, so

ş
T
∇uh ¨∇pv´ 1

2vhq “
ş

BT ∇uh ¨νpv´ 1
2vhq. Note

also that v “ vh “ 0 on BΩi, so x∇uh,∇pv´ 1
2vhqy “ ř

SĂΩi

ş
S
JSpv´ 1

2vhq. It
also follows from (4.7) that v´ 1

2vh “ 1
2vh on P . Combining these observations,

one gets

x∇uh,∇pv ´ 1
2vhqy “ 1

2

ż

P

JSvh `
ÿ

SĂΩizP

ż

S

JSpv ´ 1
2vhq. (4.10)

Now, subtracting 1
2H

´1E̊2
i “ 1

2

ş
P
J2
S (in view of (4.4)) yields

Ψ “ 1
2

ż

P

JSpvh ´ JSq `
ÿ

SĂΩizP
JS

ż

S

pv ´ 1
2vhq.

So, using (4.4) for the first term, and (4.8a) combined with Remark 4.2 for
the second, one gets

|Ψ | À H´1{2E̊i }vh ´ JS}2 ;P `
! ÿ

SĂΩizP
|ωS |J2

S

)1{2
}Byvh}2 ;Ωi

. (4.11)

When dealing with the second term, we also used |ω˚
z | » |ωz| » |ωS | for any

edge S originating at z P P . For the first term in (4.11), in view of (4.7),
}vh ´ JS}2 ;P À }oscpvh ;Sq}2 ;P À H´1{2Yi, where the latter bound follows
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from (4.8c) combined with H
|S| Á 1 and |ωS | » H |S| @S Ă P . The second

term in (4.11) is bounded by Yi ¨H´1pE̊i `Yiq, where we used Remark 3.1 and
(4.8b). Combining these findings yields the desired bound on Ψ in (4.6).

(iii) To complete the proof, it remains to establish the three bounds on vh
in (4.8). To establish (4.8a), for any S Ă γzzP starting at z “ pxi, yzq, let S1 :“
projy“yzS, the projection of S onto the line y “ yz. Then, by (4.7),

ş
S1 v̂h “

1
2

ş
S1 vh. On the other hand, by A3, one has

ˇ̌
ˇ
ş
S
vh ´ |S|

|S1|
ş
S1 vh

ˇ̌
ˇ À }Byvh}1 ;ω˚

z

and a similar bound on v̂h (see, e.g., [3, Lemma 7.1]). Combining these obser-
vations, and also noting that }Byv̂h}1 ;ω˚

z
» }Byvh}1 ;ω˚

z
, yields (4.8a).

For (4.8b), first, note that vh P Sh has support in Ωi, so }vh}22 ;Ωi
»

H}vh}22 ;P À H}JS}22 ;P “ E2
i , where we used (4.7) and then (4.4). Furthermore,

}∇vh}2 ;Ωi
À }Byvh}2 ;Ωi

` H´1}vh}2 ;Ωi
. So it remains to bound }Byvh}22 ;Ωi

,

for which we note that |Byvh| “ |S|´1oscpvh ;Sq on any T having an edge
S Ă P (while otherwise Byvh “ 0). Assuming that (4.8c) is true, one then gets
}H Byvh}22 ;Ωi

À Y2
i . Combining our findings, we conclude that (4.8b) follows

from (4.8c).
Finally, to establish (4.8c), recall (4.3) and combine it with the definition

of vh in (4.7) and the observation that
ř
zPPi

Y2
ωz

À Y2
i . l

Remark 4.3 (Non-smooth f) An inspection of the above proof shows that
(4.1) remains valid if in YΩi

, which appears in the right-hand side, the term
}HT oscpf ;T q}Ωi

is replaced by }HT pf ´ f̄iq}Ωi
` }hT pf ´ f Iq}Ωi

, where
f̄i “ f̄ipyq is an arbitrary function of variable y. To be more precise, the bound
(4.9) for ψ2 can be replaced by |ψ2| “ |xf´f̄i, v´ 1

2vhy| À }f´f̄i}2 ;Ωi
}vh}2 ;Ωi

.
Additionally, we use a sharper version of the bound (4.3), with HT oscpf ;T q
in the right-hand side term Yωz

replaced by hT pf ´ f Iq. (This version of (4.3)
holds true as a similar improvement applies to the bound of Remark 3.1.) Note
that if f P H1pΩq, then f̄ipyq may be chosen equal to a 1d local average of f ,
and if f P L2pΩq, then f̄ipyq may be piecewise-constant with local 2d average
values, while f I may be a quasi-interpolant described in Remark 2.2.

5 Estimator efficiency on more general meshes

5.1 Main result

Under the triangulation assumptions of §3, each anisotropic node shares the
local patch orientation with its anisotropic neighbours. So it is not unrea-
sonable to expect that an anisotropic mesh may include small clusters of
anisotropic elements sharing the same orientation. In fact, (in particular, if
a locally anisotropic mesh was generated starting from some regular mesh)
one may assume that the entire anisotropic part of the mesh can be split into
sufficiently large, and possibly overlapping, clusters of anisotropic elements
with interior cluster diameters » diampωzq.
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P

z1 ωP

z0 BΩ

ωP

P0

BΩ

Fig. 2 A local anisotropic path P with endpoints z0 and z1 (left); P0 Ă P from Theorem 5.1
(right).

Hence, in this section, lower error bounds will be given for small patches
of elements surrounding what will be called a local anisotropic path (also see
Fig. 2 (left)).

Definition. A Local Anisotropic Path P is a simple polygonal curve
formed by a subset of short edges, together with their endpoints, that does
not touch any corners of Ω, has 2 endpoints (the set of the latter is denoted
BP), and satisfies the following conditions:

– Any node z P P is anisotropic in the sense (3.1) and satisfies Hz » HP for
some HP associated with P , and also |γz X P | » hz (so γz X P is formed
by at most two short edges).

– Path Element Orientation condition. There exists a path-specific cartesian
coordinate system pξ, ηq “ pξP , ηPq such that for any node z P P , there
is a rectangle ω˚

z Ą ωz with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and
|ω˚
z | » |ωz|.

Theorem 5.1 (Short-edge jump residual terms) Suppose that P0 Ă P,
where P0 and P are local anisotropic paths that share a coordinate system
pξ, ηq, and also BP X BΩ Ă BP0 and distpBPzBΩ, BP0zBΩq » HP . Then for u
and uh satisfying respectively (1.1) and (1.2), with the notation (3.2), one has

ÿ

SĂP0

|ωS|J2
S À Y2

ωP
, where ωP :“ YzPP ωz . (5.1)

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this result.

Corollary 5.2 Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, one has

EωP0
À YωP

.

Proof As (5.1) is equivalent to E̊ωP0
À YωP

, combining the latter with Re-
mark 3.1 immediately yields the desired result. l

Remark 5.1 (Estimator efficiency) It follows from [3, §6.1 and Theorem 7.4]
that under conditions on the mesh described in §3 and some additional as-
sumptions on the orientation of anisotropic mesh elements, the error bound
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(1.4) holds true, i.e. }∇puh ´uq}Ω À EΩ ` }HT oscpf ;T q}Ω ` }f ´ f I}Ω. Note
that for any regular node z P Nreg, (2.2) yields a standard bound Eωz

À Yωz
.

Now, suppose that all anisotropic nodes in NanizNreg can be split into disjoint
sets, each forming a local anisotropic path of type P0 in Theorem 5.1, and any
node in N belongs to at most a finite number of the respective paths of type
P . Then, in view of Corollary 5.2, one gets EΩ À YΩ , i.e. the error estimator
EΩ is efficient up to data oscillation.

Remark 5.2 (Singular perturbation case) Note that the upper a posteriori error
bounds in [3] were obtained for more general singularly perturbed semilinear
reaction-diffusion equations, solutions of which typically exhibit sharp bound-
ary and interior layers, so anisotropic meshes are frequently employed in their
numerical solution. With regard to the lower error bounds for such equations,
the standard bubble-function approach was employed in [6], and, as was shown
in §2, the resulting estimates are not sharp even in the regular regime. Sharper
lower bounds of type (5.1) will be generalized to this case in a forthcoming
paper.

5.2 Preliminary results for a local anisotropic path

To prove Theorem 5.1, we shall use a version of Lemma 4.3, in which we shall
consider the normalized version of JS defined by

J 1
S :“ JS |νS ¨ iξ| @S Ă P ñ J 1

S » JS . (5.2)

Here P is a local anisotropic path associated with the coordinate system pξ, ηq,
iξ is the unit vector in the ξ-direction, and νS is a unit vector normal to S,
while |νS ¨ iξ| » 1 follows from S being a short edge and the path element
orientation condition. It may be helpful to note that J 1

S equals a signed jump
of Bξuh across S.

Lemma 5.3 Let P be a local anisotropic path associated with the coordinate
system pξ, ηq, and J 1

S from (5.2).
(i) For any node z P PzBP, with γz X P formed by two edges S´ and S`,

ˇ̌
J 1
S` ´ J 1

S´

ˇ̌
À hzH

´1
z

ÿ

SPγzzP
|JS |. (5.3)

(ii) If z P BP X BΩ, with γz X P formed by a single edge S ,̀ then (5.3) holds
true with J 1

S´ replaced by 0.

Proof (i) As z P NanizBΩ, so
ř
SPγzJ∇uhKS “ 0, where J∇uhKS denotes the

jump in ∇uh across any edge S in γz evaluated in the anticlockwise direction
about z. Multiply this relation by the unit vector iξ in the ξ-direction, and
note that the quantities νS ¨ iξ for S “ S˘ have opposite signs (in view of
the path element orientation condition combined with the maximum angle
condition), so |pJ∇uhKS´ ` J∇uhKS` q ¨ iξ| “ |J 1

S` ´ J 1
S´ |. Note also that for
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S P γzzP , one has |S| » Hz and |νS ¨ iξ| À hzH
´1
z (again, in view of the path

element orientation condition combined with the maximum angle condition),
so |J∇uhKS ¨ iξ| “ |JS νS ¨ iξ| À hzH

´1
z |JS |. Combining theses observations

yields the desired assertion (5.3).

(ii) Now z P Nani X BΩ, and z is not a corner of BΩ. First, suppose that
Sz XBΩ is parallel to the ξ-axis. Then extend uh to R

2zΩ by 0 and imitate the
above proof with the modification that now

ř
SPSz

J∇uhKS “ 0. When dealing
with the two edges on BΩ, note that for S P Sz X BΩ, one gets νS ¨ iξ “ 0.

Finally, suppose Sz X BΩ is not parallel to the ξ-axis; then introduce a
rξ-axis parallel to Sz X BΩ. Now the above argument yields a version of (5.3)

with J 1
S` ´ J 1

S´ replaced by rJ 1
S :“ JS |νS ¨ irξ|. The desired result follows as

rJ 1
S » JS » J 1

S . The latter follows from |νS ¨irξ| » 1, in view of the path element
orientation condition combined with the maximum angle condition. l

Corollary 5.4 Under the conditions of Lemma 5.3, one has

|ωz|
ˇ̌
Hz

hz
pJ 1
S` ´ J 1

S´ q
ˇ̌2 À Y2

ωz
, (5.4)

where Yωz
is from (3.2a), and if z P P X BΩ, then JS´ in (5.4) is replaced

by 0.

Proof Imitate the proof of Corollary 4.4. l

Remark 5.3 Similarly to the case of a partially structured mesh (see Re-
mark 4.2 and Fig. 1 (right)), there is k À 1 such that each rectangle ω˚

z from

the above path element orientation condition satisfies ω˚
z X ωP Ă ω

pkq
z for all

z P P .

5.3 Proof of Theorem 5.1

We generalize the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof Without loss of generality, let BP “ tz0, z1u such that z0 P BΩ and
z1 R BΩ (see Fig. 2). Also, to simplify the presentation, let the ξ-axis be parallel
to BΩ at z0 (otherwise, see Remark 5.4).

Set H :“ HP » HP0 . A certain weight ρS P r0, 1s will be associated with
each S Ă P , and it will be imposed that ρS “ 1 @S Ă P0. Hence, it suffices
to prove that

rE2
P :“

ÿ

SĂP

H |S| ρSJSJ 1
S À Y2

ωP
, (5.5)

where J 1
S is from (5.2). Then, indeed, in view of H |S| » |ωS| and J 1

S » JS ,
(5.5) immediately implies the desired assertion (5.1).
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Next, note that for any v P H1
0 pΩq and vh P Sh, a standard calculation

using (1.1), (1.2) yields

x∇puh ´ uq,∇vylooooooooomooooooooon
“:ψ1

“ x∇uh,∇vy ´ xf, vy

“ x∇uh,∇pv ´ 1
2vhqylooooooooooomooooooooooon

“:Ψ` 1
2H

´1 rE2
P

´ xf, v ´ 1
2vhyloooooomoooooon

“:ψ2

. (5.6)

As this immediately implies rE2
P À Hp|ψ1| ` |ψ2| ` |Ψ |q, to get (5.5) (and hence

the desired assertion (5.1)), it suffices to prove that

H
`
|ψ1| ` |ψ2| ` |Ψ |

˘
À YωP

prEP ` YωP

˘
. (5.7)

The remainder of the proof is split into three parts. In part (i), we shall
describe appropriate weights tρSu and non-standard functions vh and v, which
will be crucial for (5.7) to hold true. Certain sufficient conditions for the latter
will be established in part (ii), and then shown to be satisfied in part (iii).

(i) We start by introducing a smooth monotone cut-off function ρ of the
arc-length parameter l of P such that

ρ “ 1 on P0, ρ “ 0 on BPzBΩ, |ρ1plq| À H´1
a
ρplq @l. (5.8)

Here for the final relation, recall that distpBPzBΩ, BP0zBΩq » H and let ρ be
quadratic near its zeros.

Next, introduce

ρS :“ 1
2

ÿ

zPBS
ρpzq, δS :“ oscpJ 1

S ;PSq @S Ă P , (5.9)

where J 1
S “ JS |νS ¨iξ| is from (5.2) (and also appears in (5.5)), and PS denotes

the patch of (at most three) edges in P touching S (so S Ă PS Ă P).

Finally, in (5.6), we let vh P Sh, with support in ωP , and v :“ v̂h P H1
0 pΩq

satisfy

vhpzq :“ 1
2ρpzq

ÿ

SPγzXP

J 1
S @ z P PzBΩ, v̂hpξ, ηq :“ vh

`
ξ̄P pηq ` 2rξ ´ ξ̄Ppηqs, η

˘
.

(5.10)
Here the function ξ̄ “ ξ̄Ppηq P CpRq describes the curve P for the range of η
in P , and is constant outside this range. Without loss of generality, ω˚

z1
Ă Ω,

so v̂h has support in ωP . (Otherwise, in view of Remark 5.3, shorten P by k
short edges starting from z1, where k À 1.)

For ξ̄Ppηq in (5.10), note that |ξ̄1
P | À 1 (in view of the path element orienta-

tion condition combined with the maximum angle condition). This observation
implies that v̂h is well-defined in Ω, and }∇v̂h}2 ;Ω » }∇vh}2 ;ωP

, as well as
}v̂h}2 ;Ω » }vh}2 ;ωP

.
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Note also a few useful properties, which follow from (5.9) and (5.10):

ˇ̌
ˇ
ż

S

pvh ´ ρSJ
1
Sq
ˇ̌
ˇ ď |S|ρSδS , (5.11a)

sup
S

|vh| À sup
SĂPS

|ρSJ 1
S |, (5.11b)

oscpvh ;Sq À |S|
H

?
ρS |JS | ` δS @S Ă P . (5.11c)

To check (5.11a), note that vh is linear on S Ă P , so |S|´1
ş
S
vh is between

ρS minPS
tJ 1
Su and ρSmaxPS

tJ 1
Su, so this assertion follows. For (5.11b), we

note that 1
2ρpzq ď ρS for any S P γz X P , so |vhpzq| ď ř

SPγzXP
|ρSJ 1

S |.
Finally, @ z P BS, where S Ă P , one has |vhpzq ´ ρpzqJ 1

S| ď ρpzqδS ď δS , so
oscpvh ;Sq ď oscpρ ;Sq|J 1

S | ` 2δS . Here |J 1
S | ď |JS |, while the final relationship

in (5.8) yields oscpρ ;Sq À |S|
H

?
ρS (where we also used supS ρ ď 2ρS as ρplq is

monotone).

(ii) We claim that for (5.7), and hence for the desired assertion (5.1), it
suffices to prove that the following conditions (which give a version of (4.8))
are satisfied:

ˇ̌
ˇ
ż

S

pv̂h ´ 1
2vhq

ˇ̌
ˇ À }∇vh}1 ;ω˚

z XωP
@S P γzzP, z P P , (5.12a)

}H∇vh}2 ;ωP
` }vh}2 ;ωP

À rEP ` YωP
, (5.12b)

ÿ

SĂP

|ωS |
!
H
|S|δS

)2

À Y2
ωP

. (5.12c)

Note that ψ1 and ψ2 are shown to satisfy (5.7) using (5.12) in a very
similar manner to the corresponding bounds in part (ii) of the proof of Theo-

rem 4.1, only for ψ2 we now employ f̂ :“ f
`
ξ̄Ppηq ` 2rξ ´ ξ̄Ppηqs, η

˘
and then

Remark 5.3.
To show that Ψ also satisfies (5.7), first, we get a version of (4.10) with Ωi

replaced by ωP . Next, subtracting
1
2H

´1 rE2
P “ 1

2

ř
SĂP

|S|ρSJSJ 1
S (in view of

the definition of rEP in (5.5)) yields

Ψ “
ÿ

SĂP

1
2JS

ż

S

pvh ´ ρSJ
1
Sq

loooooooomoooooooon
ď|S|ρSδS by (5.11a)

`
ÿ

SĂωPzP
JS

ż

S

pv ´ 1
2vhq.

So, using the definition of rEP combined with JS » J 1
S for the first term, and

combined with Remark 5.3 for the second, one gets

|Ψ | À H´1{2 rEP }δS}2 ;P `
! ÿ

SĂωPzP
|ωS |J2

S

)1{2
}∇vh}2 ;ωP

. (5.13)

When dealing with the second term, we also used |ω˚
z | » |ωz| » |ωS | for any

edge S originating at z P P . For the first term in (5.13), }δS}2 ;P À H´1{2YωP
,
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which follows from (5.12c) combined with H
|S| Á 1 and |ωS | » H |S| @S Ă P .

The second term in (5.13) is bounded by YωP
¨H´1prEP `YωP

q, where we used
Remark 3.1 and (5.12b). Combining these findings yields the desired bound
on Ψ in (5.7).

(iii) To complete the proof, it remains to establish the three bounds on vh
in (5.12). The first bound (5.12a) is obtained similarly to (4.8a). Only now for
any S Ă γzzP starting at z “ pξz , ηzq, we use S1 :“ projη“ηzS, the projection
of S onto the line η “ ηz , and also }Bηv̂h}1 ;ω˚

z
À }∇vh}1 ;ω˚

z
“ }∇vh}1 ;ω˚

z XωP
.

For (5.12b), first, note that vh P Sh with support in ωP , so }vh}22 ;ωP
»

H}vh}22 ;P À H}ρSJ 1
S}22 ;P ď rE2

P , where we used (5.11b) and also the definition

of rEP in (5.5). Furthermore, on any S Ă P one has |H Bluh| “ H
|S|oscpvh ;Sq,

so
››H∇vh

››2
2 ;ωP

À H
›› H

|S|oscpvh ;Sqloooooomoooooon
À?

ρS |JS|` H
|S| δS by (5.11c)

››2
2 ;P

`
››vh

››2
2 ;ωP

.

Here H}?
ρSJS}22 ;P À rEP , while H} H|S|δS}22 ;P À Y2

ωP
assuming that (5.12c) is

true. Combining our findings, we conclude that (5.12b) follows from (5.12c).

Finally, (5.12c) is obtained similarly to (4.8c). To be more precise we recall
(5.4) and combine it with the definition of δS in (5.9) and the observation thatř
TĂωP

Y2
T À Y2

ωP
. l

Remark 5.4 If in the proof of Theorem 5.1 z0 P BΩXBP is such that the ξ-axis
is not parallel to BΩ at z0, then one needs to tweak the definition of vh so that
its support is in ωPzω˚

z0
(rather than in ωP). This modification is required to

ensure that v̂h has support in ωP . For this, ρ remains unchanged (i.e. equal
to 1) on P near BΩ, while we now set vhpzq :“ 0 for any z P P X ω˚

z0
. Note

that the evaluations will remain without major changes as P X ω˚
z0

includes
a finite number of edges (in view of Remark 5.3), so oscpvh ;Sq for the edge
S Ă Pzω˚

z0
closest to BΩ will involve oscpJ 1

S ;P Xω˚
z0

q, the estimation of which
will require a finite number of applications of (5.4).

6 Conclusion

We have reviewed lower a posteriori error bounds obtained using the standard
bubble function approach in the context of anisotropic meshes. Numerical
examples have been given in §2 that clearly demonstrate that the short-edge
jump residual terms in such bounds are not sharp. Hence, in §§4–5, for linear
finite element approximations of the Laplace equation in polygonal domains,
a new approach has been presented that yields essentially sharper lower a
posteriori error bounds and thus shows that the upper error estimator (1.4)
from the recent paper [3] is efficient on partially structured anisotropic meshes.
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A Generalized proof of (2.2b) for the case |S|
diampSq ! 1

The purpose of this section is to illustrate Remark 2.3 by giving a more general version of
the proof of (2.2b) in Lemma 2.1, which shows that the latter proof cannot be tweaked to

remove the weight |S|
diampωSq

in (2.2b).

Proof of (2.2b) for the case
|S|

diampSq
! 1. As (2.2b) is obtained in part (ii) of the proof of

Lemma 2.1, we generalize only this part. Also, we shall consider only the case |S|
diampSq

! 1.

Hence, in view of the conditions of Lemma 2.1, one has |S| » hT @T Ă ωS .

(ii) For each of the two triangles T Ă ωS , introduce a triangle rT Ď T with an edge S

such that | rT | » κhT |S|. In the original proof, we used κ “ 1, while now, to allow more
flexibility, it is assumed that 0 ă κhT À diampSq.

Next, set w :“ JS rφ1
rφ2, where rφ2 and rφ2 are the hat functions associated with the end

points of S on the obtained triangulation t rT uTĂωS
(with w :“ 0 on each T z rT for T Ă ωS).

A standard calculation using △uh “ 0 in T Ă ωS and (1.1), yields

|S|J2

S »

ż

S

w rBνuhsS “ x∇uh,∇wy “ x∇puh ´ uq,∇wy ` xf, wy.

Next, invoking }∇w}T À maxt1, κ´1uh´1

T
}w}T for any T Ă ωS , we arrive at

|S|J2

S À
ÿ

TPωS

´
maxt1, κ´1uh´1

T
}∇puh ´ uq}T ` }f} rT

¯
}w}Tloomoon

»pκhT |S|q1{2|JS |

.

Finally, a calculation using hT » |S| yields

|S| |JS | À maxtκ1{2, κ´1{2u }∇puh ´ uq}ωS
`

ÿ

TPωS

pκhT |S|q1{2 }f} rT .

To minimize the weight maxtκ1{2, κ´1{2u at }∇puh ´ uq}ωS
in the right-hand side, one

needs κ “ 1, i.e. as in the original proof of (2.2b)! Hence, we get (2.2b) with the same, i.e.

unimproved, weights. l
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